In the face of our community’s biggest crisis in 100 years, **ACHIEZER** and **THE DAVIS MEMORIAL FUND** have joined forces with the **COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE FUND** to distribute relief funds directly to families affected by the storm. This fund operates with ZERO overhead. 100% of funds go directly to help families rebuild and restore their lives.

### MISSION STATEMENT

**ACHIEZER** was established in 2009 at the behest of local rabbinic and community leaders who saw a need for change. These visionaries dreamed of creating one master organization, which would completely remove the burden of crisis management from the shoulders of shocked and distressed victims. They dreamed of an organization that would be there for the entire community—at any time, for any difficulty, large or small.

They dreamed of Achiezer.

Achiezer is a unique organization, which combines the strengths of all existing communal resources along with its own formidable capabilities. Achiezer spearheads and coordinates the many different aspects involved in assisting individuals and families confronted by challenges, from start to finish.

Whether the situation calls for medical, financial, emotional, or practical support, Achiezer’s team of medical, mental health, and other professionals enables clients to access the assistance that they need in a caring, professional, and confidential fashion.

Working with the community, for the community, Achiezer provides unparalleled support throughout the duration of any difficult time.

### The Davis Memorial Fund

**MISSION STATEMENT**

The Davis Memorial Fund is an IRS-registered 501c(3) with the mission of helping Jewish families in need. Areas of focus include financial support, rent and food subsidies, camp tuition for children of needy families, funding of simple weddings and interest-free loans. There is a particular concern for families in crisis and for single-parent families.

For more information, call the Davis Memorial Fund at (516) 295-0296.

---

**NOTE:** All monies raised by Achiezer have been transferred to the **COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE FUND**.
Thank You!

Our deepest appreciation to these participating organizations for their assistance.

COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE FUND

Actual Hurricane Funds Disbursement

PHASE 1
661 Phase 1 Applicants
$2,118 Average Allocation Per Household
$1,400,000 Total Funds Disbursed To Date PHASE 1

PHASE 2
180 Phase 2 Applicants
$9,444 Average Allocation Per Household
$1,700,000 Total Funds Disbursed To Date PHASE 2

PHASE 3
Uninsured amounts for affected community members...
TO EXCEED $10,000,000

TOTAL FUNDS DISBURSED TO DATE: $3,100,000

CHAIRMEN
Ira Ganger
Melly Lifshitz

MEMBERS
Shlomo Zuller; Yaakov Spinner;
Chaim Brecher; Elisha Brecher;
Ben Lowinger; Yoni Leifer

AD SPONSORED BY A PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL
Achízer and the Far Rockaway/5 Towns communities would like to recognize the staff and volunteers of our NIVNEH division, under the dedicated leadership of Mrs. Ettie Schoor in helping our community rebuild with dignity.

We are especially grateful to SHEVY JACOBOWITZ and MOTTI SEIDENFELD of Toronto.

A special thank you to 
DEVORA KURLAND for going above and beyond to help the BBY families.

A special Hakoras Hatov to 
RABBI OSHER & YAFFA JUNGREIS and SLOVI WOLFF

Achízer would like to give a special Yasher Koach to ASHER SCHOOR & SHMULI SCHECHTER for leading the construction effort on behalf of our community.

We thank CHAYA GIBBER & MIRIAM VEGH for helping to manage this effort.

Achízer extends its gratitude to INNA KOPEL, AZRIEL GANZ and DANIEL ADAR for spearheading a massive housing initiative. Their effort has been nothing short of inspiring.

A special thank you to RABBI ARON ROSENBERG & ALON GOLDBERGER for leading the Shaimos and cleanup efforts.

Thank You!

to all of the following NIVNEH committee leaders and volunteers:

With great appreciation to 
Senior Partner Heads

ALISA BERGER and TOVA FUCHS

A special Hakoras Hatov to 
RABBI OSHER & YAFFA JUNGREIS and SLOVI WOLFF

A special thank you to 
DEVORA KURLAND for going above and beyond to help the BBY families.

For further information, please call the Achízer hotline at 516-791-4444

Ad sponsored by a private individual